Lakewood High School
9th Grade School Supply List

Physical Earth Science:
- Spiral Folder and writing implement.
- Access to web-based documents (such as Google Docs) and/or a Flash Drive

Health:
- Pen
- Highlighter
- 3 Ring Binder (medium size)
- Planner (the one that the Freshmen get on September 1st is perfect).
- Students are expected to have these supplies by Friday, 9/15. This information can also be found on my syllabi, which is on my class website.

English:
- 1 inch binder with paper & three dividers
- Composition book
- Colored pens: blue, black, green, red (many stores carry one pen with all four colors)
- Pencils
- Post it notes (minimum 2 inch)
- Novel of student's choice
- Highlighter is recommended

Math:
- Pencils
- Scientific Calculator (Alg & Geo)
- Graphing Calculator (TI-83 or TI-84 are preferred for Adv. Alg and Calculus)
- Spiral or 3 ring binder with paper
- Compass/Protractor (Geometry)
- Composition Book